GWCS9 180L (40 Gallon) Sprayer

Reference: S0916

£901.56 VAT included

The 180L (40 Gallon) Sprayer is a versatile sprayer for applying herbicides and fertilisers to both large and small areas with ease. Features The 180L (40 Gallon) Sprayer has a redesigned spray boom The nozzle at each end of the boom is mounted on a swing back arm This means that if the boom comes into contact with a tree or shrub the boom end will swing back instead of breaking off When the obstacle is passed the boom end flips back and normal spraying resumes The 12 volt diaphragm pump is powered from the tractor battery In line filters are incorporated to prevent, as far as possible, irritating stoppages from blocked nozzles The spray nozzles are mounted on anti drip holders which means that when the pump is 'shut down' liquid does not continue to flow A brass hand trigger lance, complete with quick and simple twist connectors, is supplied with each sprayer The lance is invaluable for spot spraying and around trees, shrubs etc. A 5 litre wash bottle is mounted on the chassis of the sprayer for dowsing down in case of skin contact with spray liquid. The maximum spray width is 3360mm (132") with tow wing booms folded back and switched off, the spray width reduces to 1070mm (42") Specification Tank capacity 180 Litres (40 Gallon) Pump 12V, 7L per min @ 70psi (max) 3.2 bar Width of spray boom 2140mm (84") Boom folded 1070mm (42") Width of sprayer (Without boom) 860mm (34") Wheels 15/.600 x 6 Hand boom reach 500mm (20") Towing hitch Clevis & pin Optional Extras: 50mm Ball Hitch GWCDB - Dribble Bar GWTL9 - Telescopic Lance GWCSVB - Vertical Spray Boom GWCSHLS - Hand Lance Shroud GWCFM - Foam Marker Kit GWCSTS - Remote Fine Turf Sprayer The Dribble Bar. The dribble bar can be fitted to give safe spraying on roads, drives, or paths. Hand Lance Shroud This spray guard can be used where drift is critical. An extension hose can be fitted so spraying can be carried out in areas inaccessible to the tractor. Spray Frame The 'H' frame fitted to the rear of the sprayer allows vertical row spraying. The two booms are individually controlled. The 'H' boom spray frame can be designed to customers individual requirements. Additional Boom Options are
available with our sprayers, go to the Quad ATV Boom Range to see choices.
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